Although scholars, judges, and policymakers have sometimes observed that American constitutional democracy depends on far more than the constraints imposed by formal, judiciallyinterpreted legal arrangements, many questions remain concerning the scope, theoretical basis, and practical implications of this insight.
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1 the U.S. Supreme Court struggled to resolve whether the president of the United States had the power to seize control of privately-owned steel mills in the midst of a national security emergency. Arguing on behalf of the Truman administration was Solicitor General Philip Perlman, whose forcefully-presented case relied on briefs emphasizing the president's distinctive role in protecting the country's security. That the solicitor general would face headwinds could be readily appreciated by almost any lawyer-even one sympathetic to an expansive view of executive power under the U.S. Constitution. Not only did the president lack any apparent statutory authority for the seizure, but arguably, he was also acting in contravention of a statute. Eventually the Supreme Court rebuffed President Harry Truman. A majority of justices agreed the president lacked statutory authority to resolve labor disputes by seizing property, and was also bereft of explicit or inherent constitutional authority to undertake such an action without statutory authorization.
2 That the Steel Seizure case attained canonical status in the ensuing decades is hardly surprising: It showcases the prominent role of courts in setting constitutional constraints on official power even when the country is subject to intense geopolitical pressures, 3 the consequences of argumentative overreach by Justice Department litigators, 4 and the strategies of American lawyers and 1. 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
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Id. at 585, 587. The government's expansive legal position was a hard sell even to the dissenting justices, as the dissent sought to tether its arguments to statutes or statutory precedents, to the extent possible, and attempted to reconcile the presidential actions in question with the statutory framework governing labor relations. See id. at 670 (Vinson, C.J., dissenting) (discussing the Mutual Security Act of 1951); id. at 671 (discussing the Defense Production Act); id. at 704-08 (analyzing the Taft-Hartley Act).
3.
Id. at 668 ("Those who suggest that this is a case involving extraordinary powers should be mindful that these are extraordinary times. A world not yet recovered from the devastation of World War II has been forced to face the threat of another and more terrifying global conflict."). The reference to a "more terrifying global conflict" almost certainly is an allusion to the risk of geopolitical conflict involving nuclear weapons.
4.
See generally Patricia L. Bellia, The Story of the Steel Seizure Case, in PRESIDENTIAL POWER STORIES 233, 247-51 (Christopher H. Schroeder & Curtis A. Bradley eds., 2009) (describing how the government committed a misstep by devoting a significant portion of its briefing to the question of the president's constitutional authority to order the mills' seizure, when, as the nonmoving party, it should have emphasized the equities surrounding the grant of preliminary relief rather than the seizure's legality).
policymakers given the absence of any across-the-board constitutional emergency provision available for use in domestic or international security crises.
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Yet two other mid-twentieth century historical episodes-experienced as crises by many Americans-cut sharply against facile rule-of-law optimism in the wake of the Steel Seizure case. In the Jim Crow South, millions of Americans lived in societies in which officially-sanctioned brutality was commonplace. 6 And on Capitol Hill, just across the Potomac River from the state once hosting the Confederacy's capital, the House Un-American Activities Committee and Senator Joseph McCarthy spurred congressional investigations into communist infiltration of American government and society-investigations that soon disrupted the federal government and the professional lives of thousands. 7 Freighted with both historical and constitutional importance, these episodes contribute to a more nuanced understanding of the norms and institutional realities that buttress or detract from robust constitutional safeguards. They showcase how questions about constitutional safeguards play out well beyond tribunals adjudicating cases about presidential power. As examples from Argentina, Venezuela, and Turkey also reveal, the nature and efficacy of constitutional safeguards depend on what happens in agencies, police departments, legislatures, and, ultimately, the public's minds. Canonical judicial disputes such as the Steel Seizure case may appear prominently in any portrait of constitutional safeguards in the United States. But that portrait is replete with intricacies that can be gleaned only in part from the pages of judicial opinions: implementation problems associated (contemplating the role of the Suspension Clause, which allows for suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, as an emergency power, and drawing on historical evidence to find that "suspension affects neither the legality of detention nor the availability of post-detention remedies for unlawful detention"). But see Amanda L. Tyler, Suspension as an Emergency Power, 118 YALE L.J. 600, 664-87, 681 (2009) (articulating a broad view of the Suspension Clause, where "even though our constitutional tradition is built on the cornerstone of individual liberty, . . . in certain extraordinary circumstances Congress may vest the executive with discretionary authority over individual liberty as a necessary means of preserving the constitutional order itself").
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See infra Part I.
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with law enforcement and investigative authority, ongoing challenges arising from the capacity of government institutions to protect people from both private and official actions undermining constitutional governance, and shared norms contributing not only to the country's resilience but also its potential to adapt.
This Article explains what it means to take seriously this more expansive, less court-centric view of constitutional safeguards. While acknowledging the importance of constitutional doctrine-often most clearly articulated in the United States by courts-I explain why the idea of constitutional safeguards makes little sense descriptively or prescriptively without attention to a larger context involving specific norms and institutional capacity. 8 Attending to that larger context better reveals the mechanisms through which doctrine articulated in court decisions informs and facilitates public action, including collective action to reduce risks associated with abuses of official power and to strengthen governmental capacity for addressing internal tensions.
Specifically, this account highlights how institutions, organized interests, and the public shoulder responsibility for constitutional safeguards. It emphasizes the risks associated with an unrealistic worldview in which courts are assumed capable of shouldering the primary responsibility for protecting the constitutional order despite fraying norms, weak institutions, economic uncertainty, and interference from geopolitical rivals. It may be tempting to treat fidelity to institutional commitments as a somewhat self-contained enterprise depending on insulated judicial decisionmaking. Instead, my argument builds on scholarship emphasizing the importance of norms, institutions, and civic understanding. Indeed, certain aspects of my account mesh closely with scholarship in law and society, legal history and "popular constitutionalism," and the study of public institutions and organizations. 10 In
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See infra Parts I-II.
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See infra Part III. the course of advancing this account, I add further texture to our understanding of the interaction between informal norms and more formal institutional rules. I offer a relatively explicit and nuanced account of the mechanisms that underlie norms supporting constitutional democracy which may either preserve or weaken the alignment between such norms and formal institutions. I then explore reasons why difficulties may grow in the futureparticularly in light of changing social conditions, technology, and geopolitics. The resulting questions necessarily concern institutions and society as much as lawyerly arguments and black robes. Among the most important issues raised by such questions are the extent to which courts producing constitutional doctrine can reasonably take account of concerns about norms and institutional capacity, the role of private sector organizations whose role in communications is substantial enough to affect public deliberation, the importance of policies such as social insurance in addressing economic uncertainty that can undermine social cohesion and the public's stake in constitutional systems, and how societies cope with ruptures in those norms necessary to support democracy and constitutional governance. Perhaps most important, candor in the discussion of constitutional safeguards tends to encourage reflection about how laws are implemented in practice, and about what it takes for constitutional safeguards to function, not primarily as bulwarks protecting an idealized status quo, but as tools for elevating constitutional democracy in a changing world.
I. CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS ARE UNDERTHEORIZED
When judicial opinions address matters such as the right to trial by jury or protections against arbitrary detention, they sometimes endeavor to make the idea of a constitutional safeguard seem intuitive and self-evident. But nearly everything about constitutional safeguards-not only what they mean doctrinally, but how they endure, and what kind of society they enable-is rife with conceptual and historical complexities. A trip back to the 1950s readily underscores why.
MARGARET LEVI, OF RULE AND REVENUE (1988) (describing how norms facilitating coordination constrain rules and why achieving quasi-voluntary compliance in raising revenue is so valuable to states); JAMES Q. WILSON, BUREAUCRACY: WHAT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES DO AND WHY THEY DO IT (1989) (exploring how bureaucracies depend on norms for their internal operations, how pressures emerging from bureaucracies' interaction with other institutions and the public shape them, and how bureaucratic norms and values can constrain political leaders).
Picture the United States a half-decade after World War II. Americans were living through a period of substantial domestic and U.S.-fueled global economic growth. 11 In terms of material wellbeing, a mass consumption, tracthome version of the "American Dream" was becoming available to millions who had never experienced it. 12 The American military was girding for a long Cold War and had seen the conflict turn hot on the Korean Peninsula.
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Policymakers and the military could generally rely on broad public support for governmental institutions and on a considerable measure of domestic order. Some Americans no doubt still associate this period with unusual prosperity, optimism, and global influence for the country. But a constitutional lens reveals a darker and more complicated picture of those halcyon days.
Take the aforementioned Steel Seizure case. 14 The Supreme Court held that the president did not have the power-in the midst of what he considered a national security emergency, but without any apparent statutory authority-to seize private property. Not surprisingly, Steel Seizure is a staple of modern discussions about constitutional safeguards. Little wonder: It is a lively case to teach, Justice Jackson writes a fine concurrence replete with memorable phrases, and judges and scholars analyzing more recent cases often find echoes of some of the case's prominent themes. That said, the practical impact of the majority opinion and even Justice Jackson's celebrated concurrence sometimes strikes me as considerably less far-reaching than the dissent's aggressive approach to constitutional avoidance through statutory interpretation- prominently applied a few decades later in the Dames & Moore majority opinion, among others. Now consider the larger context. At roughly the same historical moment, several other stories were also playing out across the United States, and they too contribute to a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding of constitutional safeguards. Between 1947 and 1956, the government conducted over five million loyalty screenings assessing the trustworthiness of federal workers. These screenings, which ranged from relatively routine informal adjudications to more extensive investigations, resulted in an estimated 2,700 dismissals and 12,000 resignations.
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Many of those the government investigated were noncommunist New Deal supporters who favored policies designed to reduce inequality. The investigations almost certainly slowed changes in labor, civil rights, and public housing policy, among other issues.
We now understand far more clearly how, notwithstanding the reality of geopolitical competition and spying at the time, the political context of the early 1950s contributed to a heightened fear of communism that had these lasting consequences. 22 Although segregation was by no means limited to the American South, the pervasive nature of race regulation in the Southern states merits special reflection. Alabama, for example, had several ordinances mandating separate sections for blacks and whites in theaters, trains, hospitals, bars, and ballparks. Georgia banned black barbers from giving whites haircuts and segregated burial plots in cemeteries. Often, prosecutors subjected public establishment proprietors to misdemeanor convictions for allowing racial integration within their businesses. Signs proclaiming "Whites Only" were a common sight within the Jim Crow South. But the signs themselves were sometimes unnecessary: Not only official action, but also community violence, enforced these laws and customs. These historical episodes are not the only ones that raise awkward questions about constitutional governance or safeguards. But given their timing and substance, they underscore the importance of three insights that contribute to a more robust understanding of American constitutional democracy across more than two centuries. First, geopolitical considerations do more than simply give public officials some basis for questioning constitutionally rooted constraints they may perceive as interfering with some national security or foreign policy objective. They also serve as rationales for resolving domestic tensions that create constitutional problems and damage the country's influence overseas as well as its capacity to serve as a compelling example for other countries.
Second, an evolving public conversation tends to shape how society articulates and ultimately seeks to resolve the major problems bedeviling constitutional democracy. That conversation plays out not just in courtrooms, but in legislative chambers, executive agencies, and ultimately, in the evolving norms and values of people with meaningful influence over the use of public power. McCarthyism was not just a product of insufficiently clear or unreasonable court decisions. It emerged from a toxic brew of political opportunism, fear, and breakdowns in norms of comity and decency that facilitated public accusations, subpoenas, and firings. Little of this could have happened without the engagement of numerous public officials who decided to abet or at least tolerate these actions, irrespective of their own mixed agendas and perhaps even personal misgivings.
Third, careful reflection about this pivotal mid-twentieth-century period in the United States shows why constitutional safeguards, properly understood, are ironically not only about continuity, but about change. The messy realities of the 1950s showcase how little sense it makes to think about constitutional safeguards primarily in terms of preserving a prosperous, idealized status quo from shocks to the system that might undermine otherwise near-ideal conditions. Whatever the merits of particular court decisions, or the economic conditions that let many families gain a tenuous foothold in the middle class at the time, or the progress in harmonizing a consumer economy with the Cold War military buildup, this period was also painful and replete with unrequited justice for many Americans-particularly African Americans in the South. Informal networks from the time, whether operating from within police departments or from storefront offices of innocuous-sounding organizations such as "citizens councils," often acted with some degree of semiofficial cover to facilitate collective action in support of maintaining racist policies and social norms.
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It is difficult to reconcile the officially-sponsored brutality of the Jim Crow South in the 1950s, or the graphic images of the police using truncheons and tear gas on protesters at the Edmund Pettus bridge in Selma in 1965, with any anodyne story of constitutional safeguards as protections against the erosion of already-realized rule-of-law gains. Even more than a half century later, American institutions inevitably encounter challenges aligning routine practices with the demanding norms against official brutality and arbitrary treatment associated with many constitutional guarantees. An artist drawing a candid portrait of American law and society would no doubt find some way to depict constitutional safeguards. But an honest portrayal would cast such safeguards in a specific light: as means to address unresolved gaps between societal commitments and everyday realities-gaps that, left unresolved, threaten to undermine the minimal sense of shared purpose and legitimacy on which the system almost certainly depends. Replace sanitized narratives with the messiness of actual history, and it becomes obvious why a metaphor of guardrails is such a poor fit for constitutional safeguards that must deliver the means of perfecting the Union in order to preserve it.
A more nuanced depiction of the Union's historical context also tends to reveal how much civic life in a constitutional republic depends-for better or worse-on geopolitics, along with the norms and arrangements necessary for institutions to function. Geopolitics can exacerbate the pressures that make safeguards important. Attempts to preserve domestic order in a manner consistent with a constitutional republic's rhetoric can impact a country's reputation and so-called soft power. 25 The tone and substance of those attempts, in turn, depend on the decisions of public officials working within 24. Sometimes these informal networks even brought together two groups-activists sympathetic to Senator McCarthy's anticommunist appeals and Southerners resistant to desegregation-whose activities were shaping norms of civic life in American constitutional democracy at the time. institutions: from freshly recruited police officers, to grizzled regulatory inspectors whose jobs still mean more than a paycheck, to unscrupulous lawmakers like Joseph McCarthy or legislative staffers such as Roy Cohn. Their actions have the potential to foment not only breakdowns in society's capacity to honor its own constitutional commitments, but also growth in its capacity to resolve problems of practical ethics and technical complexity: how to prolong economic growth and bolster a civilian economy in the midst of the Cold War, for example, or how to diminish the influence of illicit networks that undermine regional economies. So while safeguards can be easily described as protections from a breakdown in a long-lasting, legitimate rule-of-law regime meant to constrain government from undermining already-achieved guarantees to the public, this depiction is misleading: It does not convey how particular episodes in history like Jim Crow vary greatly from our now-common constitutional aspirations, or how much governance arrangements depend on institutional capacity to resolve society's shared problems. Nor does the conventional account fully convey the centrality of public attitudes and elite decisions as both an explanatory variable when society fails to honor constitutional norms and a key target of institutions' work to interpret laws and shape value commitments. Just how institutions-judicial and nonjudicial-and the norms that support them interact to sustain constitutional safeguards in this more nuanced depiction of the world is what we take up next.
II. JUDICIAL INSTITUTIONS MATTER TO CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS
Legal guarantees interpreted by judicial institutions indeed deserve an important place in any conversation about American constitutional democracy. Because of their structure and partial insulation from day-to-day political pressures, federal and many state courts can in fact stand up for principles that matter even in the face of political winds undermining those principles, as some pivotal federal judges did in the Civil Rights Era. 26 This argument should not be 26. This is a complex subject, but for some helpful overviews, see, for example, ALEXANDER M. BICKEL, THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH: THE SUPREME COURT AT Consider some examples. Frequently joining the Steel Seizure case in canonical conversations about constitutional safeguards in America are a panoply of other familiar cases grappling with basic questions of government structure and individual rights. Expand the conversation slightly to encompass the legitimate uses of coercive authority and certain criminal cases and doctrines also make an appearance. That these cases and doctrines are familiar to law professors, lawyers, and judges-and remain subject to debate around the edges-should not diminish appreciation of their likely importance.
Many judicial decisions, for example, set sufficiently explicit limits that can play a role in reining in the government's capacity for unjustified coercion and arbitrariness. In Railway Express Agency, Inc. v. New York, 27 Justice Jackson waxed eloquent about equal protection: "[N]othing opens the door to arbitrary action so effectively as to allow those officials to pick and choose only a few to whom they will apply legislation and thus to escape the political retribution that might be visited upon them if larger numbers were affected." 28 The nonarbitrariness trope also features prominently not only in the statutory structure governing the regulatory state, but also in procedural due process judicial discussions, as in promote diversity of ideas and programs is therefore one of the chief distinctions that sets us apart from totalitarian regimes. Accordingly a function of free speech under our system of government is to invite dispute.").
corpus, 31 and perhaps separation of powers decisions, 32 court-articulated limits on the investigation and adjudication of criminal offenses convey to elites and the public how the government's capacity for legitimate coercion is itself policed. Assuming such guarantees are generally honored, these limits make it both more feasible and more meaningful for members of the public and opposition public officials to criticize the country's leadership as a matter of routine civic life.
These features of the doctrinal landscape convey something of American society's aspirations-and sometimes, its priorities.
We can readily acknowledge gaps between principle and practice and still appreciate a core idea that merits attention even amidst all the nuance: Other things being equal, nonarbitrariness principles and limits on official coercion in the United States tend to facilitate deliberation about what society needs, and what, if anything, the government does about it. And they help preserve the public's power to engage in minimally-regulated collective action in response. These principles and limits amount to far more than what many individuals can remotely expect in other countries. 33 Even now, Americans reflect on this fact far too little. rights than the federal one. Rightly so (especially that last part). But none of that is a good basis for minimizing the fact that these national guarantees exist at all or that we tend to share an aspiration that they will be implemented with integrity. Unconstrained official power is indeed dangerous, not only because it can squelch the public's ability to render leaders vulnerable to criticism, but also because it can wreck the finely calibrated feedback relationship that lets public officials learn, however imperfectly, how society responds to their actions.
Yet if it matters to grasp the role of formal legal arrangements as a part of the safeguards story, it matters just as much not to over-rely on this logic. Important safeguard-related questions sometimes arise only partially or not at all in a court setting for a variety of reasons, such as how fast a dispute progresses, how justiciable it is, or how likely it is that parties affected will learn about it. Indeed, even when the formal legal system's power and influence is at its height, it proves all but impossible to deny that the vast majority of questions raised by our constitutional scheme are being resolved outside that system and only partially even in its shadow-in agency conference rooms, gubernatorial offices, the White House Situation Room, and the lay public's decisions about what they can accept. The extent of presidential control of the Justice Department is just one example: The existence of some measure of courtendorsed presidential power over an executive agency does not imply that norms protective of constitutional democracy are best served by routine presidential control of federal attorneys' litigation-decisions or FBI agents' investigative priorities. Moreover, as we will see, courts depend on a variety of other factors-particularly civic norms governing public officials' behavior, government institutions with capacity to advance domestic and geopolitical goals, and reservoirs of sufficiently broad public support-for their decisions to have meaning.
III. BUT SAFEGUARDS DEPEND EVEN MORE ON NONADJUDICATORY FACTORS
Even for savvy-legal-realist types, the fact that judicial decisions tend to have some effect in the United States can create a temptation to treat constitutional law as a self-contained universe in which lawyers argue, judges decide, litigants and public officials adjust in fairly predictable ways, and law professors critique. This picture is, of course, wrong. By understanding the mechanisms through which judicial decisions sometimes matter, we can better discern not only their limitations, but the extrajudicial norms, social conditions, and institutional factors central to safeguarding constitutional democracy.
Though courts have an important role to play in the story of American constitutional democracy, no one can realistically expect them to solve all or even most governance problems. Courts take time to rule. They do not adjudicate certain disputes, either because of prudence or stark institutional capacity limitations. And institutions and societies may respond in a variety of ways that cut against the effective implementation of these legal commitments. Such limitations go a long way to explaining, for example, why the Argentine Supreme Court cast aside Argentina's tradition of constitutional democracy in the 1930s by promptly ratifying a coup instead of resisting it. 35 As we can further glean from both our own history and the experiences of other erstwhile constitutional democracies such as Argentina, Venezuela, and Turkey, constitutional commitments may depend on factors that remain at least partly extraconstitutional: norms, institutional capacity, and society's response to economic conditions and physical circumstances that can disrupt life for much of the public.
Some reflection on the nature of legal interpretation and why it matters to society begins to show why. As Barry Weingast explained in a paper exploring the political roots of concepts like "the rule of law," 36 societies both benefit and face risks from leaders with the capacity to engage in official coercion. Legal rules and standards help society not only resolve private disputes, but also coordinate to constrain abuses, and systems in which concepts like the rule of law and democracy seem to have purchase are those that solve this coordination problem. With some elaboration, Weingast's argument resonates. Even when people and groups throughout the country have a stake in restraining abuse of 35. During the twentieth century, "Argentina's most important political problems [were] problems of political organization, problems deriving from the failure of institutions . . . to reflect and implement the agreement on goals that exists at the base of the society. official power or supporting official action to address some divisive problem, economic and political cleavages make it difficult to achieve coordination among powerful stakeholders such as business executives, union leaders (at least in California), leaders of civil society movements and faith communities, and opinion leaders influential with the general public. Free speech and criminal procedure guarantees, for example, work in part by rendering political leaders vulnerable to criticism-it would be difficult to criticize such leaders if they can lock up critics. 37 When the government ignores these guarantees to heighten insulation or frustrate criticism, elites and even members of the general public must choose how to respond. If they are to respond effectively to an undesired outcome, elites and the public will likely need to seek a measure of coordination, among themselves and with each other. Institutions make cooperation easier, as when the Supreme Court ruled on President Richard Nixon's lack of authority to withhold the Oval Office tapes, 38 and public officials and the public largely converged in supporting this decision. 39 Carefully reasoned legal judgments offered by trusted institutions can make it easier for people to overcome cleavages and allow for a response cutting across divisions to have lasting consequences.
It's true that some of these dynamics can be explained in terms of rational goal-seeking by actors in a limited-information coordination and principalagent game. It would be analytically reckless, however, to cast aside entirely a more subtle and eclectic understanding of what motivates these actors, and how those motivations seem to affect civic action in the real world in ways that go beyond what such a simple game would endogenously derive. After all, legal decisions do not merely facilitate coordination but depend for their relevance on shared values that make people take those decisions seriously-and perhaps for some, seriously enough to make them feel queasy if not nauseous about disregarding them, even when noncompliance's expected utility initially seemed higher. If it is true that legal judgments are important because of what they can signal to community activists and corporate titans alike who rationally share an interest in avoiding, for example, intrusive searches undertaken with no reasonable suspicion, it is also almost certainly true that societal actors 37. Cf. Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337 U.S. 1, 4 (1948) (describing how free speech "may indeed best serve its high purpose when it induces a condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with conditions as they are, or even stirs people to anger" ranging from accountants to soldiers to public defenders often perform and expect lawful behavior for reasons that go beyond narrow conceptions of hyperrational personal interest. The most plausible story explaining why elites and the public sometimes cooperate to further civic goals despite their divisions would acknowledge how for some individuals, the desire to align behavior with perceptions that they live in a just world, 40 combined with overlapping commitments to larger groups, shared ideals, and the country itself, can overcome narrower interests or risk aversion that sometimes cut against cooperation.
"Can overcome" is the key phrase. Whether those broader commitments materialize is contingent, depending in no small measure on the presence of a vibrant ecosystem of norms and state capacity sustaining them. Although it is not sufficient to sustain constitutional democracy, the existence of some measure of shared public sentiment supporting constitutional democracyassigning value to its larger project despite the costs of accepting leaders one may disdain or even loathe-seems valuable in no small measure because constitutional democracy's underlying logic is precarious without such sentiment; its absence or decline has undermined constitutional democracy in Turkey, Venezuela, and elsewhere. I take such sentiment to be grounded in an understanding, however tenuous or fleeting, that constitutional democracy is consistent with two (likely) benefits: It facilitates responsive governance, andwhen consistent with at least some minimal degree of constitutional constraint-it offers promise to somewhat limit the kind of cruelty and arbitrary violence Judith Shklar references in her classic essay on the "Liberalism of Fear." 41 Without ignoring the kind of pain that can be readily imposed by private coercion, Shklar explains why she somewhat reluctantly embraces constitutional democracy's liberal foundations. Eschewing zealous ideological devotion, she seems to favor instead the evaluation of different approaches to government through a weary process of elimination driven by an abiding concern over abuse of power:
Given the inevitability of that inequality of military, police, and persuasive power which is called government, there is evidently always much to be afraid of. And one may, thus, be less inclined to celebrate the blessings of liberty than to consider the dangers of tyranny and war that threaten it. For this liberalism the basic units of political life are not discursive and reflecting persons, nor friends and enemies, nor patriotic soldier-citizens, nor energetic litigants, but the weak and the powerful. And the freedom [this sort of liberalism] wishes to secure is freedom from the abuse of power and intimidation of the defenseless that this difference invites.
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By treating the "weak" and the "powerful" as "basic units of political life," Shklar underscores why a system aspiring to limit arbitrary official violence must afford such an important role to norms. When certain attitudes and expectations about the conduct of civic life are widely shared, they make it easier for the public to appreciate the risks of those norms being transgressed by the likes of Senator Joseph McCarthy or police acting under color of law in the Jim Crow South. It becomes more feasible for members of the public to fashion an organized response. Without widespread norms, it is difficult to give any reasonable account of how American constitutional safeguards help achieve such reductions in risk of cruelty while still allowing for sufficient capacity to solve the types of domestic and geostrategic problems relevant to both the "weak and the powerful." Indeed, theories such as Weingast's tend to have norms working in the background. A theory of why individuals respond to institutional decisions without coercion helps explain how court decisions are relevant, and highlights that certain norms that emerge from a shared understanding of what is minimally necessary for coordination and competition in governance are important to the viability of formal institutions.
The right norms bolster the prospects that citizens will see a nation-state not as abstract and impersonal, but as a tangible means for advancing shared interests. Such prospects depend, for example, on whether policymakers believe that politically relevant elites and citizens operate under the trade-offs between pressing for maximal policymaking advantage and exercising restraint, and these prospects recognize the risks of normalizing cruelty by legitimizing, for example, violence at political rallies or mocking people with disabilities.
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Id. at 27. Underlying Shklar's approach is a concern with government's unique coercive, persuasive, and administrative power. Yet government not only regulates, but is itself affected by private actors with competing agendas and their own capacity for behavior that undermines civic life. The problems that also exist with private cruelty, coercion, and corruption not only create dilemmas in calibrating government power in constitutional democracy, but also underscore the risks that arise when control of public power converges with purely self-serving or pecuniary agendas. Cf. Utah v. Strieff, 136 S. Ct. 2056, 2071 (2016) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) ("We must not pretend that the countless people who are routinely targeted by police are 'isolated.' They are the canaries in the coal mine whose deaths, civil and literal, warn us that no one can breathe in this atmosphere.").
Because they can buttress the reasons for people and organizations to observe the law, such norms lower enforcement costs and make coercion less necessary. Institutions such as the jury or voting impose some costs on the public. Yet they can also prove important to a constitutional system that tends to depend on norms. Though strategic action can certainly undermine norms, it is generally implausible to presume that the eclectic mix of individual decisions giving rise to mass civic behavior (as opposed to, say, financial market transactions undertaken by sophisticated parties) is driven entirely by narrow self-interest. And in specific settings-political campaign activity, jury service, protests-the individual rewards of participation, at least when measured in narrow self-interest terms, rarely deliver complete explanations for behaviors or outcomes. Nor are most bargains or political understandings, such as the U.S. Senate's filibuster, enforced externally. The burden of justification therefore seems to be on anyone who contends that norms rooted in more than narrow self-interest can be cast aside in understanding what makes it possible to deliver some semblance of American constitutional democracy from one generation to the next. The relationship between norms and institutions runs both ways. Societies choose and find it desirable to continue supporting institutions, of course, in part because they fit with conventions and norms. 43 Those institutions, in turn, can give people more of a reason to sustain norms that would make little sense otherwise; an individual's commitment to jury service is meaningful, for instance, when juries matter and her employer generally supports jury service. Joseph Welch's rebuke of Senator McCarthy was more likely at the margin because it seemed at least possible that Welch's attack would undermine the alchemy of fear, ambition, and apathy that enhanced the Wisconsin lawmaker's de facto power. Relatively reliable mass taxation can be achieved with reasonable enforcement costs and without authoritarian coercion, but it almost certainly depends on having the public experience sufficient economic security to bolster the state's legitimacy. One can argue plenty about cause and effect. What matters for present purposes is that certain conditions-such as mechanisms to reduce economic uncertainty for the larger public-can make norms of democratic sentiment and the opposition's legitimacy easier or more difficult to sustain. And once institutions and the norms supporting them arise together under favorable conditions, the two help sustain each other.
See Kenneth A. Shepsle, Institutional Equilibrium and Equilibrium Institutions, in
POLITICAL SCIENCE: THE SCIENCE OF POLITICS 51 (Herbert F. Weisberg ed., 1986).
The right norms can exert a powerful influence on society even if deliberation about their scope and limits ordinarily happens more among elites than members of the public. Subnorms of special importance likely include the principle that the political opposition is legitimate (and that any assumption to the contrary is at our peril); that the sphere of public debate allows for some self-serving exaggeration but is not epitomized by rank falsehood; that political capital is scarce and political advantage should not be pressed to its limits on every occasion; that much of society should be able to take part in the public sphere without regard to distinctions such as wealth and class, race, sex, and so on; and that adaptation to changing circumstances must at least be weighed as potentially valuable relative to the status quo's benefits. Not only do these norms contribute to making judicial decisions and statutes relevant, but they also help constitute the background presumptions around which people in the public sphere-from political activists to judges-structure their arguments.
These norms seem especially important in facilitating cooperation, creating shared space for deliberation, and allowing society to glean more from meaningful criticism of public officials. Yet they do not fully describe those factors contributing to constitutional democracy's viability beyond the guarantees articulated in judicial opinions. In another project, my coauthors and I explore how economic dislocation and conflict over work and labor undermined institutions and constitutional governance in the decades before the New Deal. Today, it is difficult to imagine the United States's 25 percent unemployment rate in 1933, strikes of 600,000 akin to the 1922 mine workers strike, or explosions in company headquarters in the midst of labor conflicts. That the United States was largely able to channel such conflict into courts and agencies by World War II's end is not only a milestone in the country's legal and economic history, but also an example of how unresolved economic dislocation and conflict can undermine legal arrangements' legitimacy. Elite bargains between business, labor, and government played a role in this resolution. 44 So did social insurance, new labor laws, and concern during wartime and after with protecting emerging mass consumer economy's delicate jugular vein. History never precisely recurs. But it often rhymes. If asked to "give us a verse" and "drop some knowledge" about how economic distress might affect constitutional norms' legitimacy, Hamilton creator Lin-Manuel Miranda would probably write his lyrics in the shadow of some interesting facts: The typical American worker's hourly inflation-adjusted wages have barely moved since the 1970s, growing on average 0.2 percent a year in the United States. 45 Spending a little time in exurban central Oklahoma, rural West Virginia, or parts of California's Central Valley make it far clearer why someone might vote to blow up existing norms and undermine institutions. 46 Which is why it is difficult to reflect on norms bolstering safeguards without weighing conditions supporting those norms and how those conditions create different lives in different regions of a continent-sized country. 47 Those divergent life experiences and economic risks can drive a wedge between groups that benefit from constitutional safeguards. The extent of such divergent experiences can showcase just how much safeguards depend on more than merely the government's credible commitment to honor protections against arbitrary, invidious exclusion from civic life. The public's perception that safeguards matter almost certainly depends as well on the legitimacy generated by the government's demonstrated capacity to mitigate risks and deliver reasonably effective societal outcomes. Capacity affects everything government does-building infrastructure, fielding an army, organizing a public school, and solving a host of shared problems with scarce resources that might seem to the public as relatively unconstrained. Obviously, the concentration of government capacity with few or no constraints is rarely if ever an entirely happy or risk-free development. Yet, as I have described elsewhere concerning the immigration law context, weakened agencies, discredited legislative chambers, plodding governmental responses to crises, and the resulting loss of public legitimacy can risk creating cycles in which agencies fail, constitutional frameworks seem less meaningful, and public support for state capacity further erodes. 48 Although the erosion of government legitimacy and diminished capacity may seem relatively familiar to observers of recent American history, the pattern is far from unique to the United States.
IV. MEANINGFUL CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS RAISE NUANCED INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION QUESTIONS
The various extrajudicial factors affecting constitutional democracy raise intricate questions about norms and institutions for lawyers, judges, policymakers, and society. While constitutional doctrine articulated by courts and select other entities with authority can help society identify ideals around which to coordinate and resolve technical implementation difficulties, none of these activities occur in a vacuum. The process depends on norms and institutions supporting the kind of "virtue" without which law is relatively meaningless. Such virtues encompass, for instance, a person's concerns about responsibility and compliance with institutional decisions despite an objectively low (but not necessarily miniscule) risk that the government will detect a failure to comply. These norms likely also include the sense that factional political advantage outweighs longer-term concerns about institutions' viability and a willingness to make some trade-offs such as showing up for jury service in the name of a larger, somewhat anonymous, civic community. Court decisions and other official pronouncements of law are quite likely important as a means of offering technical instructions and articulating values around which people and groups can organize. That importance is contingent and limited by the relevance of other institutions with competing agendas, the crucial role of groups and the public who must accept certain broad norms, and the realities of life in a noisy, uncertain world. Take these ideas seriously, and at least two tentative implications follow.
First, it is worth questioning the comforting idea that American institutions are fundamentally resilient merely because the country has seen much worse. It is true that the country's experience with episodes such as the Civil War sheds meaningful light on national strengths and vulnerabilities. It is also true enough that American society almost certainly would not resegregate the civil service or see outright secession, and central cities are not burning. But constitutional risk is not distributed evenly across time any more than civic opportunity is. Economic grievances and fraying norms are not fake news, and it is a foolish bet that an elegant Madisonian balance of powers will, given time, generate by itself coherent solutions to problems involving American constitutional democracy's viability.
When groups and individuals respond to such problems through litigation or public discourse, they may seek to sound constitutional alarms. Triggered too often, such alarms may produce exhaustion and disengagement. But risk also arises from allowing tepid responses to normalize behavior sharply at odds with norms of institutional restraint supporting constitutional democracy. Consider, as one example, the steps through which corrosion might weaken subtle norms limiting the scope of executive control of specific prosecutions or investigations. 49 Key buffers such as the attorney general or the FBI director are weakened or delegitimized, perhaps-hypotheticallythrough the partial release of classified information. Lawmakers from the executive's party fail to raise concerns, in part because democratic politics selects for politicians who want to stay in office, and they are in districts drawn to keep them safe in general elections which makes them vulnerable to more extreme challenges during primaries. Criticism of executive actions is increasingly treated as shrill partisanship, especially since it does not cut across political divides. And gradually, it becomes less difficult to explain to a sufficiently attentive public just what the difference is between having the White House emphasize, for example, the importance of prosecutions by the Medicare Fraud Strike Force versus the president achieving sufficient control to refocus or prematurely wind down an investigation of his business associates or his own possible obstruction of justice.
The resulting constitutional risks are sometimes exacerbated by the understandable desire of some actors and institutions-universities, courts, individuals with ties to law enforcement-to stand apart from conventional partisan politics. 50 Such reluctance is laudable in most contexts. Dilemmas arise for professors regarding the line between scholarly or pedagogical commentary and political opinion, for instance, or for a judge seeking to thread the needle at a UCLA symposium when alluding to transgressions of norms by elected officials. That this balance means sometimes officials who must stay away from partisan politics cautiously engage the issues of the day-or that a sitting FBI director might end up publicly clashing with the president-is, at core, a reminder that norms are largely in the hands of public officials willing to send costly signals of their concern by speaking out, resigning, or going against perceived interests. Such norms become tangible when White House officials threaten to resign to stop a president from firing a special counsel, or people with the same party affiliation as an irresponsible, norm-defying political figure threaten to reject or disavow that individual's actions. Take away the possibility of political backlash from staff or erstwhile allies concerned (for example) about a president berating the Attorney General for failing to stop legitimate investigations of politicians from the president's own party, or reduce the credibility of a meaningful backlash from other policymakers or the larger public, and a core presumption of American constitutional democracy falls away.
How societies address changing norms also depends on their communications infrastructure, including large commercial Internet "platforms." With enormous influence over advertising and the spread of information and vast numbers of users, these entities may do little to foment reasoned deliberation or baseline norms of societal trust. 51 The challenges are becoming painfully familiar. Russian bots and other Russia-linked accounts made perfectly predictable use of Facebook's technology to send politically charged messages seen by vast numbers of Americans. In some respects, what cuts against reasoned online deliberation is the very architecture of technology designed to leverage and even shape user "tastes" to spur more use. Zeynep Tuficki pointed out that she is never "hardcore" enough for YouTube, for example, given how its algorithms seem to steer users toward automatically viewing ever more extreme content. 52 The steering may be motivated by nothing more than a desire to keep user attention as long as possible. Yet, whether or not the externalities implicate anything in constitutional law's heartland, they surely affect constitutional safeguards associated with norms and state capacity because these factors nearly always depend on the nature of public deliberation, which in turn is affected by communications infrastructures.
Communications technologies' impact matters despite the fact that-and in some ways all the more because-ordinary members of the public are not particularly knowledgeable or engaged. 53 For one, elites shaping public opinion are themselves affected by communications platforms. Even if the public is relatively limited in its knowledge, the informational environment activating the public in some settings can inflame its passions and shape its values, perceptions, and preferences. And the possibility of coordination, among elites and the public, in response to transgressions of legal doctrines or shared values depends on mass communications. The televised clash between Welch and Senator McCarthy wounded the angry Wisconsin Senator, and images of Selma and civic efforts such as the work of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner Commission) shaped the national conversation about policing and criminal procedure. 54 Given the extent of concentration in market power among some leading communications (and particularly technology) platforms today, antitrust law may become a particularly relevant aspect of the discussion about constitutional safeguards. Crucial to that discussion will be appreciating the limitations of a vision of competition policy grounded almost entirely in price as a proxy for the mix of interests and concerns associated with a more robust understanding of consumer welfare.
Second, some processes requiring a measure of insulation from the roughand-tumble of ordinary politics-whether they involve adjudication or rulemaking-may also benefit from engagement with the often-messy world of public discourse and political action. We should not reject ideals of adjudicatory fairness or careful analysis of technical data, but neither should we accept a view that makes paramount the highest possible insulation of adjudication that produces legal doctrine. Of course, constraints are important to protect integrity and safeguard guarantees to individuals and the public. But as we have seen, the context in which those constraints are articulated matters in maintaining constitutional values: geopolitics, institutional capacity to solve public problems and mitigate a measure of economic risk, and the role of the public and intelligible public discourse.
Taking this context seriously raises some interesting questions and possibilities. Perhaps constitutional analysis and adjudication would do well to recognize more explicitly the importance of arrangements that are not necessarily constitutionally required, but constitutionally inspired. There may be room to consider-even if cautiously, as in modern procedural due process doctrine and perhaps in the incorporation of concerns for institutional stability in statutory interpretation-how a mix of legislative and adjudicative activity associated with public benefits and procedural due process helps societies manage risk and reduce economic uncertainty for the larger public. Where ethically appropriate, lawyers, policymakers, and judges can be explicit about what they take to be the norms of civility, restraint, comity, and decency underlying the institutions within which they are operating, or to which they are contributing through their work. At a minimum, judicial opinions can embody the distinctive contributions of the civic institution most responsible for explaining the basis for its decisions by being easily accessible to the public. These contributions risk becoming mere abstractions without opinions written clearly enough to convey the essential "why" of how disputes are resolved so laypeople, directly or through the media, can at least occasionally understand what those justifications imply about society's painful trade-offs and subtle vulnerabilities.
V. CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY'S STRENGTH DEPENDS ON RECOGNITION OF ITS FRAGILITY
Those vulnerabilities arise for both internal and external reasons. Because no sensible response is possible without awareness of the norms, institutional realities, and historical and geopolitical context we have surveyed, bolstering the resilience of constitutional democracy probably depends, ironically, on first understanding its fragility. So candid discussions of constitutional democracy must consider not only the often-contested relationship between law and social welfare in all industrialized countries, but the United States's increasingly contested position as a major geopolitical power.
To channel Oliver Wendell Holmes, when Americans think about constitutional safeguards they benefit from considering not only about which ones distinguish us from geopolitical rivals, 55 but also what those rivals might conceivably endeavor to do to the United States.
56 How might they exacerbate distrust between elites and the public, or among elites? Just what institutions or institutional brands could they tarnish? What is the long-term payoff of fomenting wholesale distrust of electoral boards or intelligence agencies, and what new weaknesses may emerge in the wake of a terrorist attack or a natural disaster? These Holmes-style questions matter not because those geopolitical rivals always will seek to undermine us through such disruption-though it is madness to ignore they have done so-but because of what the inquiry might reveal about our collective values, their strength, and their fragility even in light of internal divisions.
Over the next few years, many conversations about how complex societies govern themselves will almost certainly focus greater attention on authoritarian systems less hamstrung by robust democratic practices or constitutional constraints on official coercion, as in China and Singapore. Such discussion will also focus on the question of how technocratic forms of governance relying on ever more elaborate artificial intelligence architectures can help societies achieve more social welfare at a lower cost. Singapore's Prime Minister does not tweet much, and a legally empowered AI platform designed to maximize some intelligible version of social welfare likely will favor repealing stricter fuel efficiency standards.
Constitutional democracy will sometimes fit awkwardly into that conversation. Rightly so, because its core rationale is best understood not as a means of optimizing an uncontroversial metric of social welfare, but as a response-like some forms of nationalism, but without some of the drawbacks-to fractured, contradictory ideas about social welfare only painfully and partially reconcilable. It is because achieving this ambition implies a life of asymptotic approximation to ideals that may remain just on the horizon that discussions of constitutional safeguards ring so hollow when they focus merely on safeguarding as protections of existing guarantees. Juxtaposed against the confidence of technocratic, nationalist, or, for that matter, radical libertarian projects, functioning constitutional democracy therefore questions the confidence with which any person, organization, or faction declares that the parameter to maximize in the optimization function is easily chosen, or asserts that the questions about dignity and equality are easily handled. That the American version of it allows citizens to reflect productively on the persistent gap between aspirations and reality in how we handle those tensions is likely the system's most essential feature. Unlike many people who live elsewhere in the world, Americans are not relegated to trusting a regime insisting on the benevolence of its goals even as it prioritizes subversion of collective action.
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When the commitment to self-government is as carefully reasoned as it is intellectually honest, it encompasses an effort not only to achieve that reconciliation, but also to carry it out through a process respecting individual dignity and (a measure of) equality.
Yet even if these qualities are foundational to how our society channels conflict into institutions, serious reflection also reveals it to be more fragile than perhaps normally understood. Some safeguards limit government capacity that further dissipates under intense political division. Norms supporting constitutional democracy may be weakened by some aspects of technology and foreign interference. And ultimately, certain features of constitutional democracy-from voting to elaborate deliberative procedures to the protection of minority rights-impose material costs on individuals and society. conversation about how the planet is governed depends on how that fragility is handled. The United States contributes to that global conversation not only through the public's choices at the ballot box, but through the pivotal place its institutions assign to courts and judges. This contribution is less a reflection of words printed in the federal and state constitutions, and more a function of our adjudicatory institutions' actual capacity to handle millions of cases a year 58 and to generate judicial decisions that routinely command public respect and compliance. 59 Yet in most cases, the story of how American constitutional democracy grows its capacity to form a more perfect Union depends on some of the very same factors affecting the implementation of court decisions: safeguards rooted in public democratic sentiment, the opposition's legitimacy, state capacity, and resilience against economic and security shocks. McCarthyism's dark spell in the 1950s reflected public fear and political opportunism linking legislative staffers and civil society (among others), not just delays in judicial support for greater procedural fairness. And important though they were in the story of Jim Crow's demise, federal courts would have been ill equipped to shoulder the burden alone, bereft of public support from certain quarters and engagement from federal executive branch officials. What is at stake when serious pressure arises on institutions and norms is not simply the protection of individual or group rights, but the system's capacity to support learning from these episodes, reflection on how they happened, and a concern for the people affected.
Together these factors contribute to an environment with familiar but sometimes elusive qualities: in which not all political faultlines converge, power is divided but public problems are addressed; widespread beliefs exist among families and the larger public that they not only share a stake in society but have capacity to navigate its risks and opportunities; and leaders are subject to meaningful, potent criticism leveled with respect for the positions they occupy. The threats to this environment come from more than merely wrong policy choices or stark ruptures of doctrinal sensibility. The silent but no less serious specter is the slow undoing of extraconstitutional factors on which constitutional doctrine-and ultimately, law itself-depends for relevance. 
CONCLUSION
The responsibility for avoiding constitutional democracy's long-term decline is shouldered not only by courts, but also by the "weak and the powerful" to whom Shklar refers in The Liberalism of Fear: the people leading other civic institutions such as U.S. Congress and state legislatures, organized interests weighing the risks of securing short-term advantage against the risks of contributing (by act or omission) to civic corrosion, and a larger public frequently tempted by cynicism or futility. This more robust understanding of constitutional safeguards does not for a moment dismiss the significance of the solicitor general's emphatic argument to the Supreme Court in the Steel Seizure case-but it treats the dispute as no more than a single strand of a tapestry depicting our society's capacity for self-improvement through self-government. As depicted in that particular tapestry, the outcome appears less as a major source, and more as a specific expression, of the societal norms and institutional practices allowing key actors to overcome social or ideological divisions to support limits on arbitrary official coercion. Almost inevitably, candid reflection about such constitutional norms brings to the fore questions about the proper scope of constitutional doctrine in a second-best world, 60 the fraying of norms and the responsibility of people with power to communicate clearly about that, the evolving impact of communication platforms on public attitudes, and the resilience of society and institutions in light of economic uncertainty and geopolitical pressures.
The United States faces these questions at a time when tensions over inequality and economic risk are growing. A foreign power has perfected the means of leveraging technology platforms and existing societal divisions to exacerbate internal political conflict and sow doubt about public institutions. Those institutions are rife with internal hostility and distrust, almost certainly undermining their capacity and at times perceptions of their legitimacy. And the public is becoming habituated to a civic discourse replete with rank distortions and lies from political leaders at the highest levels. To expect formal legal commitments interpreted by courts to serve as the preeminent safeguard in a system of constitutional democracy-especially under these circumstances-is to focus far too much on constitutional law and too little on constitutional safeguards.
60.
Cf. Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 264-65 (1970) ("From its founding the Nation's basic commitment has been to foster the dignity and well-being of all persons within its borders.
We have come to recognize that forces not within the control of the poor contribute to their poverty.").
